Articles

Status
- Open

Name
Articles

Feature name and link
Articles

Description
Articles can be used for date-specific news and announcements. You can configure articles to automatically publish and expire at specific times or to require that submissions be approved before becoming "live." In addition to categories and tags, articles include their own unique classification system of Topics and Types.

Dev (Bug reports & Feature requests)

Description en français
Annonces, informations produites à une rythme soutenu.

Descripción en español
Descripción en català

Popular alternatives

Type of feature
Section

Setup and admin UI
B

UI end user
A

Stability
A

Feature-set and power
A

Number of permissions
10

Permissions
- tiki_p_edit_article
- tiki_p_remove_article
- tiki_p_read_article
- tiki_p_submit_article
- tiki_p_edit_submission
- tiki_p_remove_submission
- tiki_p_approve_submission
tiki_p_admin_cms
tiki_p_autoapprove_submission
tiki_p_topic_read

Can override global permissions?
via topic_read

Uses wiki syntax
yes

Multilingual
yes

History of changes
todo

Watch item
yes (global)

RSS feeds
yes global and individual

Import/export
XML-RPC Import-Export

Attach files
todo

Comments
yes

Ratings
todo

Modules
last_submissions
num_submissions
old_articles
top_articles
last_articles
articles

Score
yes

Works with global category system
yes + separate system

Category details

Topics & types
Theme control
yes

Mobile version
yes
Printable version
yes

Modules: Since_last_visit
yes

MyTiki
N/A

Search
yes

Documentation & demo URL links

Notes
- watch articles can be found in tiki-user_watches.php
- articles can include reviews (with 1-10 rating)

Very similar to blog feature
The features is sometimes known as "CMS"

Admin icon

Comments

The original document is available at http://doc.tiki.org/item17